<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Broad Topic</th>
<th>Improvement of estimation of crop area, yield and production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sub Topics/Papers Reviewed | 1. Timely and Accurate Crop Yield Forecasting and Estimation – History and Initial Gap Analysis  
by George A. Hanuschak Sr.  
2. A Literature Review on Crop Area Estimation  
by Michael Craig and Dale Atkinson  
3. Review of Crop Yield Forecasting Methods and Early Warning Systems  
by Bruno Basso, Davide Cammarano and Elisabetta Carfagna. |

The first paper entitled “Timely and accurate crop yield forecasting and estimation- History and initial gap analysis” by George A. Hanuschak has very nicely traced back the historical developments of Crop Yield Estimation and identified the gaps for further improvements. In literature, there are several references related to this topic and author has done a commendable work by highlighting a long list of important references. Further while discussing the gap analysis author has highlighted many researchable issues such as estimation for smaller domains, developing composite estimates etc.

The second paper entitled “A Literature Review on Crop Area Estimation” by Michael Craig and Dale Atkinson deals with the critical review of the procedures followed in different countries for obtaining reliable and timely estimates of crop area and production. In addition to critically reviews of different countries’ systems, authors have also advocated the methodology of small area estimation for obtaining precise estimates for lower levels. Further they have also commented on accuracy and cost considerations in the conduct of survey for arriving at reliable crop area and production estimation. For making this review more exhaustive, it would be better if details of the Indian Agricultural Statistics System are also highlighted The gist of the system is as under.

For proper economic planning with respect to storage, distribution, pricing, marketing, import-export etc., reliable and timely estimation of Crop area and
production is very important for any nation. The various countries of the world have realized its usefulness and have more or less finalized the procedures relevant to their needs for obtaining precise and reliable estimates of area and production of various food, vegetables and horticultural crops. Likewise India has also established a sound and internationally acknowledged Agricultural Statistical System. It is a decentralized system with the State Governments – State Agricultural Statistical Authorities (SASAs) to be more specific playing a major role in the collection and compilation of Agricultural Statistics at the state level while the Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Ministry of Agriculture (DESMOA) at the centre is the pivotal agency for such compilation at the All India level. The other data gathering agencies involved are the National Sample Survey Office (NSSO) and the State Directorates of Economics and Statistics (DESs). Indian Agricultural Statistics Research Institute (IASRI) is also contributing towards statistical methodological issues of crop area and production.

The Agricultural Statistics System in India has a long history and is very comprehensive and provides data on a wide range of topics such as crop area and production, land use, irrigation, land holdings, agricultural prices and market intelligence, livestock, fisheries, forestry etc. The detailed description can be seen from a Manual on Area and Crop Production Statistics prepared by Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation, Government of India. www.mospi.nic.in/mospi_new/upload/manual_area_crop_production_23july08.pdf

The estimates of crop production based on area through field enumeration and yield rate through crop cutting experiments become available much after the crop is harvested. However, the government needs advance estimates of production for various decisions relating to pricing, distribution, export and import etc. The Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Ministry of Agriculture (DESMOA) releases advance estimates of crop area and production through periodical forecasts in respect of principal food and non-food crops (food grains, oil seeds, sugarcane, fibers etc.) which account for nearly 87% of agricultural output. Four forecasts are issued, the first in the middle of September, the second in January, the third
towards the end of March and the fourth by the end of May. These are based on preliminary eye estimation analysis of priority enumeration of area and crop cutting experiments. Forecasts are successively revised with the receipt of complete information.

In addition to conduct of General Crop Estimation Surveys (GCES), for improving quality, reliability and timeliness of Agricultural Statistics, DESMOA has also initiated the following important schemes

TRS (Timely Reporting Scheme)
ICS (Improvement of Crop Statistics)
EARAS (Establishment of an Agency for Reporting Agricultural Statistics)
FASAL (Forecasting of Agricultural Output Using Space, Agro meteorology and Land Based Observations)

These schemes have helped in improving the estimates of area and production considerably.

Further, in order to bring more efficiency in the Agricultural Statistical System, Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India has set up a National Crop Forecasting Centre (NCFC) with the object of examining the existing mechanism of building forecasts of principal crops and developing more objective techniques. The NCFC takes into account information on weather conditions, supply of agricultural inputs, pests, diseases and related aspects in the formulation of scientific and objective forecasting methods to replace the present system. Though the system has improved but still there are large number of inherent problems which need to be solved on priority basis so as to arrive at reliable and timely estimates of area and production.

As per the above discussed methodology, the estimates of crop production in India are obtained at somewhat higher level. In view of the decentralized system of planning in India the estimates of crop production and other important parameters
are being demanded at the lower level. The existing approach cannot be used for
generation of estimates at the lower level as the desired sample size is expected to
increase enormously for producing estimates of crop production/yield at the lower
level. Thus, an alternate approach, which does not require increasing the sample
size over and above being currently used, is required for generating precise
estimates at lower level. Following IASRI Reference Manual-1 on Techniques of
Estimation and Forecasting of Crop Production In India (2012), Sud (2012) has
suggested two alternative techniques of estimation of crop yield. Both the
techniques make use of auxiliary information for improving the precision of
estimator of crop yield. The first technique is based on use of double sampling
regression estimator for framing small area level estimates of yield of crops. The
regression estimator utilizes information obtained from the farmer about his
produce in the form of auxiliary information. Thus by exploiting correlation
between the farmer appraisal data about crop produce and the available crop
cutting experiment data from the ongoing surveys it is possible to obtain a precise
estimator of crop produce. The suggested approach not only has the potential to
provide reliable estimators of yield at smaller level but it has the additional
advantage that the sampling design suggested for data collection can easily fit into
the approach of data collection being followed in the official statistical system.
Thus, by incurring a little extra expenditure involved in collecting data on the
auxiliary variable it is possible to obtain reliable estimates of crop yield at the
lower level without disturbing the existing structure of data collection being used
in the official statistical system. The second technique also utilizes farmer
appraisal data for framing estimate of crop yield at lower level. The farmer
appraisal data is used to apply correction factor to scale down the official estimates
available at higher level. The resulting estimates are likely to be less influenced by
the effect of stakeholder interest. Even though, the farmers’ estimates are likely to
be influenced by the interested parties, the proportions are expected to be free from
such effects provided the underestimation or overestimation is behaving in a
similar way in the entire area. This approach, in fact, emanates from the standard
small area estimation technique known as Synthetic method of estimation.
However, this approach is still to be implemented on a larger scale. It is suggested that this may firstly be tested on a pilot basis on selected areas. The cost incurred on data collection in this approach will be substantially less than the existing crop cutting approach.

The third paper entitled “Review of Crop Yield Forecasting Methods and Early Warning Systems” by Bruno Basso, Davide Cammarano and Elisabetta Carfagna deals with the critical review of current crop yield forecasting methods and early warning systems. Broadly this paper examines scientifically in detail the influence of all the input factors and weather on the yield of the crop. The paper has shown that crop soil simulation models can serve a guiding factor for identifying suitable location (sum of soil characteristics and weather variables) to achieve sustainable crop production. This paper is based on excellent review coverage of many important relationships between yield and various attributes affecting yield like soil and plant characteristics (both spatial and temporal) through Crop Simulation Models, Mechanistic Models and Functional Models approach. The relationship between yield and various vegetative indices has also been highlighted. The Crop Yield Forecast has been reviewed through various angles like Crop Yield Forecast Using Statistical Models, Process Based Models and Remote Sensing. The application of remote sensing has also been illustrated to study the Yield Gap. The studies on Precision Agriculture, Nutrient Management, and Pest Management have also been highlighted by exploiting the basic concepts of remote sensing. The linkages and integration of Crop Simulation Models and Remote Sensing have been exhibited for Crop Yield Forecasting. Finally an excellent review of methodologies for Early Warning Systems is outlined by establishing relationship with droughts and climate change. In the end very useful conclusions have been drawn. From all these methodologies, it is inferred that construction of statistical models using many variables relating to inputs, soil, plant characteristics, weather, remote sensing is a very challenging job. The worst part of statistical models is its repeatability i.e. the performance of a specific yield forecast model for a particular crop may not perform equally good in all locations or different environments. It
has been felt that in real practical situations, a fresh exercise of model fitting need to be undertaken because interrelations among the variables themselves and relation with the yield may not be same in all situations. Because of this very reason, the generalization of the statistical methodology/theory is not standardized and as such the yield forecasts are mostly based on empirical statistical models only.

**Yield Forecast Using Weather Parameters**

On the similar lines, some work has also been carried out in India in general and at IASRI in particular. Following IASRI Reference Manual-2 on Techniques of Estimation and Forecasting of Crop Production In India (2012), Agarwal (2012) advocated that weather affects crop differently during different stages of crop growth. Thus extent of weather influence on crop yield depends not only on the magnitude of weather variables but also on the distribution pattern of weather over the crop season which, as such, calls for the necessity of dividing the whole crop season into fine intervals. This will increase number of variables in the model and in turn a large number of parameters will have to be evaluated from the data. This is a problem of small n and large p. This will require a long series of data for precise estimation of the parameters which may not be available in practice. Thus, a technique based on relatively smaller number of manageable parameters and at a same time taking care of entire weather distribution may solve the problem. This can be achieved by following Fisher (1924) technique which requires small number of parameters to be estimated while taking care of distribution pattern of weather over the crop season by using the concept of orthogonal functions. Further Hendricks and Scholl (1943) have modified Fisher’s technique by dividing the crop season into n weekly intervals and have assumed that a second degree polynomial in week number would be sufficiently flexible to express the relationship.

According to Baier (1977) crop weather can be classified broadly into three categories.
Crop Growth Simulation Models
Crop Weather Analysis Models
Empirical Statistical Models

The most commonly used models in crop forecasting are Empirical Statistical Models. In this approach, one or several variables (representing weather or climate, soil characteristics or a time trend) are related to crop responses such as yield. The weighting coefficients in these equations are by necessity obtained in an empirical manner using standard statistical procedures, such as multiple regression analysis. Several empirical statistical models were developed all over the world. The independent variables included weather variables, agro meteorological variables, soil characteristics or some suitably derived indices of these variables. Water Requirement Satisfaction Index (WRSI), Thermal Interception Rate Index (TIRI), Growing Degree Days are some agro climatic indices used in models. Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) has also been used with some weather variables to forecast crop yield (Ramakrishana et al 2003). To account for the technological changes year variable or some suitable function of time trend was used in the models. Some workers have also used two time trends. Moving averages of yield were also used to depict the technological changes.

At IASRI, the model suggested by Hendricks and Scholl has been modified by expressing effects of changes in weather variables on yield in the wth week as function of respective correlation coefficients between yield and weather variables. This will explain the relationship in a better way as it gives appropriate weightage to different periods. Under this assumption, the models were developed for studying the effects of weather variables on yield using crop season data whereas forecast model utilized partial crop season data. Models were successfully used for forecasting yields of various crops at district level as well as agro climatic zone level. (Agarwal et al 1980, 1983, 1986, 2001; and many more)

Yield Forecast Based on Plant Characters

Effects of weather and inputs are manifested through crop stand, number of tillers,
leaf area and number of ear heads etc. which ultimately determine crop yield. As such, plant characters can be taken as the integrated effects of various weather parameters and crop inputs. Using this concept, yield is directly regressed on plant counts and yield contributing characters for obtaining forecast model. Considerable work has been done at IASRI using this approach.

Further work in this area has been carried out by many researchers by exploiting the relationship of yield with various plant characteristics at different stages of plant growth e.g. Deosthali and Akmanchi (2006) carried out one study for yield estimation of summer crops grown in a mixed cropping area by using a spectral growth curve profile approach.

**Probability Model**

Multiple regression technique has been extensively used in developing models for crop yield forecasting. Least squares technique is used for estimating the parameters of the regression model. The optimality properties of these estimates are described in an ideal setting which is not often realized in practice. It has been observed that regression based on different subsets of data produce very different results, raising questions of model stability. To overcome some of the drawbacks of regression model, probability model for forecasting crop yield using Markov Chain theory has been developed. This method, being completely model free, does not require any assumption about independent and dependent variables. Markov Chain method has the advantage of providing non-parametric interval estimates and is robust against outliers/extreme values.

This method was applied to forecast yield of corn and cotton by USDA (Matis et al. 1985, 1989) and for sugarcane (Jain and Agarwal 1992, Agarwal and Jain 1996). Models using higher order Markov Chain and using Principal Components and growth indices of plant characters in Markov Chain approach were also developed. (Jain and Ramasubramanian, 1998; Ramasubramanian and Jain 1999; Ramasubramanium et al. 2004)
**Models Using Farmers’ Appraisal**

Farmer is the best judge of the likely production in the field. Farmers’ appraisal therefore could serve as a good input for forecasting the yield and replace some of the characters requiring expertise or use of sophisticated instruments for the measurements and thus reducing the cost of data collection. A study was carried out to study the feasibility of using farmers’ appraisal in the forecast model for sugarcane. (Agarwal and Jain 1996) The results revealed that reliable forecast could be obtained using plant population and farmers’ appraisal.

Another methodology based on farmers’ appraisal data has been developed using Bayesian approach. Actual harvest yield and farmers’ appraisal data on yield for previous year(s) were taken into account to obtain posterior probabilities which were then used for obtaining Bayesian forecast of crop yield to current year. (Chandrahas et al. 2001)

**Integrated Approach**

Further models using data on plant characters along with agricultural inputs were found to be better than models based on plant characters alone in Jowar and Apple (Jain et al. 1985, Chandrahas and Narain, 1992).

Often it is not possible to include all the variables in a single model. In such situations composite forecast can be obtained as a suitable combination of forecasts obtained from different models. Various strategies for combining forecasts have been suggested under different situations (Mehta, 2000)

Further crop forecasting at the planting stage can be attempted by employing econometric and agro-met models using previous years acreage and production, market price, current season weather forecast/data and other auxiliary information. At this stage, farmer’s response may be unpredictable. Remote Sensing technique becomes effective by crop assessment once it attains sufficient ground coverage, say around 45 days after sowing. Remote sensing data provides information
regarding area covered by crop, its condition and the likely yield. This coupled with agro-meteorological observations and limited field observation can provide fairly accurate information on likely yield of the crop.

Remote Sensing, weather and field observations provide complementary and supplementary information for making crop forecasts. Thus an approach which integrates inputs from the three types of observations is needed to make forecasts of desired coverage, accuracy and timeliness. This concept has been put into practice in India in the form of project named as Forecasting Agriculture output using Space, Agro-Meteorology and Land based observations or FASAL.

**Recent Areas of Research**

Recently, researchers have also used Geo-informatics, Data Mining techniques, Machine Learning, Fuzzy Regression, Principal Component Regression, Discriminant Function, Neural Networks and Remote Sensing procedures for forecasting of crop yield.

**Areas of Future Research**

In spite of significant research inputs and technological intervention, the accurate estimates of area and production are still not available in time.

The main issues for precise estimation are related to implementation, methodological and Integration of information from different sources.

**Implementation**

There are many problems associated with proper implementation of different programs which need to be addressed at highest priority. If the programs are executed as per designed format, then it is likely that the estimation will improve considerably.

**Lack of Proper Statistical Methodology**

The other concern is the lack of proper statistical methodology for real practical
problems of interest, like the standard methodology for mixed crops, continuous cropping, roots crops, crops of perennial nature and fruit and vegetable crops. In mixed cropping, at times the signatures by remote sensing are not very distinct and as such create problems in integration of information from different sources and thus needs more emphasis on research. Further the procedure of apportionment of area of different crops in mixed cropping is also not very objective and needs immediate attention of researchers.

**Small Farm Sizes and Crop Diversity**

The other problem of concern is small sizes of farms and diversity in cultivation of the crops in different fields. This problem is of great concern for India which hinders the use of Remote Sensing technology in a bigger way.

**Climate Change**

Finally due to rapid changes in climate and natural disasters, this has put forth many challenges. Crop loss and assessment of the damages due to natural disasters is of great interest to policy planners and as such require immediate concern for the researchers.
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